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The Shanghai Municipal Government decides to levy Local Education
Fee from January 1, 2011
Following the regulation issued by the State Administration of Taxation and the Ministry of Finance in
November 2010 to levy Unbar Maintenance Construction Tax (“UMCT”) and Education Fee (“EF”) on
foreign invested enterprises effective December 1, 2010, the Shanghai Municipal Government released
the Circular of Shanghai Municipal People's Government on the Collection of Local Educational Surcharge
in Shanghai (Hufufa [2011] No. 2) on January 21, 2011, starting to levy Local Education Fee from January
1, 2011.
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According to the regulation, all units and individuals (including foreign-invested enterprises, foreign
enterprises and foreign individuals) that are subject to payment of value-added tax, consumption tax and
business tax within administrative division of Shanghai shall pay local educational surcharge in
accordance with provisions of the Circular in addition to paying educational surcharge in accordance with
the regulations of the State.
Upon effective of this regulation, the aggregate turnover tax surcharge burden of Shanghai taxpayers
increases to 13% if registered in urban area, compared to 1% before December 2010.
The increase in tax burden shall be considered by all enterprises during daily operations. On the other
hand, these Circulars implying that the government is now trying to gradually cancel distinctive preferential
financial policies provided to foreign invested enterprises.
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The information contained in the newsletter is of general nature only. It is not meant to be
comprehensive and does not constitute accounting, tax, legal, investment, consulting or other
professional advice or services. Although we endeavor to provide accurate and timely
information, there can be no guarantee that such information is accurate as of the date it is
received or that it will continue to be accurate in the future. No one should act upon such
information without appropriate professional advice after a thorough examination of the
particular situation.

About Hendersen Taxand
Hendersen Taxand is a China member firm of Taxand which still “fills a niche market” in corporate
tax, M&A, investment advisory, human capital, customs and outsourcing technology-based
solutions. We are a group of experienced professionals who used to work for the top fortune 100
companies and the big 4 accounting firms. We are committed to add value - tremendous value - to
our clients. Hendersen Taxand is one of the top ten tax practitioners in China.
For more information visit www.hendersen.com or www.taxand.com.
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